
Unlock enhanced Visibility, Productivity, and Precision in your Electrical 

Prefabrication Operations with MSUITE Fab. 

Elevate Your Electrical Workshop 

with MSUITE Fab

PREFAB SHOP BENEFITS

STREAMLINED USER EXPERIENCE

MSUITE's focused interface presents only essential 

tasks in the required order, minimizing distractions 

for maximum productivity.

MATERIAL SHIPMENT COORDINATION 

MSUITE integrates Bill of Lading management, 

enabling seamless communication between 

Project Managers, Fab Shop Managers, and Field 

Personnel for accurate and up-to-date 

scheduling.

COMPREHENSIVE REAL-TIME TRACKING 

Synchronize PMs, Engineers, and Fab Shop 

Managers with unified status monitoring 

from project inception to completion.

OPTIMIZE THROUGHPUT/TIME TRACKING

Uncover the exact time it takes to complete 

tasks using MSUITE Fab, enabling you to refine 

processes and focus on the most efficient 

work in your electrical prefabrication projects.

Enhancing Electrical 

Prefabrication Efficiency

➢ One-Stop Solution: Effortlessly 

Monitor Status & Production

➢ Achieve Unmatched Material 

Precision from Design to Delivery

➢ User-Friendly Interface for 

Seamless Shop Floor Integration
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MSUITE FAB FEATURES

Digital QA QC (NDE)

Improve the integrity and accuracy of your 

QA & QC program by digitally tracking your 

Nondestructive Evaluations (NDE). 

PDF Mark-Up

Create and capture all markups documented 

with the drawings to handover.

Custom Spec-Driven Workflows

Companies can define their own workflows & stages. 

Select visible data at each stage & create conditional 

workflows to follow project specs.

Machine Integration 

Automated Engineering to Shop  

Improve the handover experience from 

engineering and detailing to fabrication.

Cloud-Based & iPad App

Securely access MSUITE FAB anywhere, from any 

device. Custom role and user-based permissions 

control access to the data.

Automated Timesheets

Automated shift & cost code tracking provides 

accurate data for daily time-sheets.

Shipping Calendar

Manage your shipment requests & due dates. Automatic 

creation of BOL including collated drawings when 

loading the truck. Digital receiving stages.

Actionable Insights

MSUITE is a data rich platform that will take your 

data into account to produce more actionable 

insights for your team to improve

Drawing Approval

Integrates the digital approval process in one 

system. Verify drawing accuracy, BOM, cuts, joints 

& fabrication readiness.

Real-Time Prefabrication Analytics

Sortable, filterable tables allow for unique data 

flexibility & customization. Leverage reports and 

custom dashboards.

Priority Levels

Drawings & Spool priority can be managed from 

anywhere instantly identifying rush order drawings vs. 

drawings on hold. 

Material, Status, & Productivity Tracking

Get notifications of backorders and missing items; Track 

heat numbers, automated status log, and leverage passive 

tracking for real-time earned value & project analytics.

Close Out Documentation 

Automatically generate multiple documents such as: 

Drawing Status Report, Weld Tracking, BOL, & Final 

Drawing Markups.
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Feed cuts from Revit to MSUITE to machine 

controllers while collecting productivity data. 

TigerStop, RazorGage, & more
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